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ULSTER: 'I'HE FUTURE ASSURED"
DUP PROPOSALS

Tl·l c document can be viewed in two Hays. Fil~stly, it is a
product of the battle between the two unionist parties in
Northern Ireland, desiened to maintain the position of the DUP
as the firmest defender of the position of the Northern
protestants. The Future assured thus takes a hardline approac))
on issues such as the primacy of thc security problem and the
need for a military solution to it; the rejection of any
approach envisaging a role for the South in a settlement; and
the need for devolved government based upon majority rule ••
Secondly, however, the proposals can be examined in the wider
context of possible political changes in Northern Ireland.
Though directed primarily at maintaining the status quo in
Northern Ireland, the writers of the document could hardly have
avoided being influenced (albeit mostly negatively) by the
significant moves which have been made.on the nationalist side
to formulate the requirements for political progress on the
NOl~thern Ireland problem. Thus, though the document begins in
unyielding fashion, what follows contains positive elements
which demonstrate a willingness to take steps towards a
political setlement. This willingness to be somevi'hat more
positive has undoubtedly been influenced by tlle fact that the
OUP in its document The way forward has successfully displayed
greater openness to the minority without any backlash from its
supporters. Th~ DUP does not wish to be seen to be totally
intransigent.
Hints of flexibility·on the part , of the DUP are all the more
important given the uncompromising stance which the party has
taken:
it may be assumed that any concessions made by the DUP
can be sold to the British as an acceptable and uncontroversial
part of any settleJOent.

North/south cooperation:
Following the bald statement that

\
the issue of the relationship between Northern Ireland
and the Republic must play no part in the establishment
of new political institutions in Ireland ...
the DUP concede that
there are areas where co'operation between Northern
Ireland and the Republic could be mutually beneficial.
In particular the document
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part 1. cu - a..J~ tile documcl;t Ii!ent.i ons
prhctic&l !3chemcG of mutUal uencf1 t , sue}) ac one Hould
expect beLv:ee:n members of the ECC ...

and calls for the establishment of a corrmittee in the devolved
parliament to examine EEC issues, pnying 'particular attention'
to the relationG11p \'/ith the South.
Articles 2 and 3:
The DUr assert, howe"er, that any procress on cooperation
bet\'wen NOl~th and South would depend upon recognition by the
South of the status of J~orthern Ireland, and the abandonment of
the claim to sovereignty over the lorth. At least the concept
of a quid pro quo is recognised on this issue, even though what
is offered on the Northern side hardly constitutes a meaningful
basis for any progress.
Government of Northern Ireland:
Though firm in its commitment to majority government and
rejection of any form of power sharing, The future assured does
make some attempt to accommodate and give some balanCing power
to the nationalist community in the political process. It is
recognised that 'substantial acceptability must be given to any
new system'.
One way of achieving this ~s by the establishment
of a system of powerful parliamentary committees covering each
of the government~departments, with the membership, and
chairmanship, being divided evenly between government and
opposition.
All Bills introduced in the Assembly would be
examined by the departmental committees: the DUP would be
prepared to agree to the proposal that any Bill rejected by
such a committeee would need a wieghted majority of 60% of
those vot~ng to.pass its second reading in the parliament.

•

A further" concession to the interests of the minority would be
the creation of a Co~ncil of Assembly (as originally envisaged
in the British Green Paper of 1980) composed equally of
government and opposition. The Council would have a limited
role in examining and approving certain legislation.
Bill of Rights:
The third area in which The future assured marl:s a step forh'ard
in DUP thinking, and the one in which it is most closely
aligned with ~he way fo~~ard and the Foru~ Report, is in its
willingness to accept a Northern =re~and B~:l of Rights , which
wo' Id provide the minority ~ith statutor; safeguards against
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abut,e of ~OVI 'r . , I" !'Ut'tLcl' 'LLf' f>L:U<i1:rJ is proposcd acainst
thl' pa~,~;i~b of d~ GCt~l.ll J IlRt.OI'Y lq:;:l ~jlatlon . The DUP propose
tha t a 30/0 minorl ty of the devol veu parl1 atnent should have the
r'igllt to l~equir'e the SCC1'et<:.<.ry of' State to refer proposed
lc~jGlation to the judicial committee of the Privy Council to
~ce if it might be void unuer' Section] 7 of tIle Fair Employm<::nt
Act (1973).
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In keeping
goes on to

\tli

th this concern "Ji th hUloan rlg11ts the document

reaffi rm that our party haG no d e:3 i r'e to exc] ude
elected representatives from the proce::s of influencing
government, nor do He "'ish to deny the minortity any of
the safeguards and protcctions which all minorities
should rightly enjoy.
Conclusion:
The future assured has little in common with the realities and
requirements of the Forum Report. It concentrates instead upon
the modalities of re-establishing majority rule in NorthernIreland. Yet, in its efforts to face the problem of how to
gain minority acceptance of such a system of government, the
DUP has made some faltering steps towards recognising some of
the elements \,Thich \'~_, believe must form the basis of any
proposed settlement.~he acce tance 0 coo erat10n with the
South within the EEC context at least, .he awareness of the
need to ive the minorit a voice in the ro osed devolved
parliament, tind the recognition of the need for some statutor~
provision protec~ing the rights of the minority, are all
positive elements whiclJ should not be ignored amidst the
prevailing spirit of no surrender.
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